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Government entities have unique needs regarding data access and information management.
Security, large quantities of data from multiple data sources, and ever-evolving compliance issues,
to name a few.
But in today’s digital-first world, the demand for speed, simplicity, and efficiency is too great to
ignore. Citizens are looking to complete more tasks online and through their mobile devices—no
queues, no transportation, or no token number required.
As government entities work to transform legacy systems, AI-powered search tools can bridge the
gaps quickly, effectively, and affordably.

Here are five simple ways to improve
citizen engagement:
01. Help users find what they want, even if they don’t know what it’s called.
Users don’t always know what they’re looking for or what your organization might call it.
Learn More

SmartSuggestTM uses artificial intelligence to offer complete phrases
associated with the keyword or ideas users as they’re typing, helping them
get answers fast—even with misspellings.

02. Fix your content, so it’s easy to find.
Critical information often hides inside files, servers, and knowledge bases simply because the
titles and descriptions are missing or unclear.
Learn More

SearchAI PreTextTM NLP automatically generates titles, metadata, and
descriptions for your web content and documents, wherever they’re stored.

We simplify search for complex organizations.

03. Personalize their search experience without compromising Personally Identifiable
Information (PII).
When users search for information they want the most relevant results as quickly as possible,
but they are wary of being tracked or hacked.
Learn More

SearchAI Search Personalization offers compliant protection (GDPR, CCPA)
without relying on PII by creating user personas from aggregated data.
End-to-end encryption gives users a better search experience and gives
your organization peace of mind.

04. Incorporate voice search to improve accessibility to the mobile experience.
Today, up to 15% of Americans are “Smartphone only” internet users.1 People of all ages are more
comfortable with AI-assisted search2 (Siri, Alexa). Demand for voice-based tools is on the rise.
Learn More

Our Voice Search add-on makes it easy for any website with a search
function to quickly and easily make advanced voice-to-text search
available on any device.

05. Keep critical, citizen-facing FAQs up-to-date and in compliance.
Phone numbers change, offices move, and requirements evolve. When citizens get stuck in
information dead ends, they become frustrated, and your call centers get overwhelmed.
Learn More

SearchAI SmartFAQsTM solves this problem by crawling your existing content,
then generating context-rich questions for users to access when they type in
their query. Citizens get answers 2.5x faster than with traditional FAQs!
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Conclusions
Users expect intuitive digital experiences as they interact with government entities. The SearchAI
suite of tools can significantly improve citizen engagement quickly, efficiently, and affordably.
Contact SearchBlox to learn more
and set up your free demo.

Get Started

Learn More

About SearchBlox:
Federal, state, and local government organizations choose SearchBlox to deliver secure, affordable,
and easy-to-install enterprise search. Our SearchAI suite of tools integrates with existing systems to
create a unified search experience—no custom development required.

Give your citizens and employees the information they need when they need it.

Learn More
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